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The Green Bag

limitations on the length and frequency
of sessions, which have resulted in more
hasty and slipshod law-making than
one would look for under a system of
annual sessions of indeterminate length.
Terms of office are frequently limited
to a single session, forcing the incumbent
to devote a disproportionate share of
his energy to his campaign for election,
and filling the legislatures with novices
whose services will be dispensed with
as soon as they have acquired a brief
training. Salaries have been fixed at a
low level. With legislatures thus con
stituted it is surely no wonder that our
statute law has not been of better quality
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to all dis
passionate critics of our institutions,
but happily the Wisconsin idea of a
competent bill-drafting agency is sure
to make headway, and many of the
states have traditions of sound procedure
and organization which are maintained
in a manner that affords comfort and
assurance. We need not go to England
for models but have them here at home,
and Mr. Jones's book should help to

bring about the introduction in all the
states of approved practices tried and
tested by the experience of the more
fortunate of them.
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